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MEDIA R ELEA SE July 28, 1988
C O U R T 'S D E F IN IT IO N  OF BAD FA IT H
AFFEC TS MONTANA EMPLOYMENT AND CONTRACT LAW, BANKING PR A C TIC ES  
M ISSO ULA —
The Montana Supreme Court's liberal definition and 
application of the concept of bad faith dramatically affects 
employment law, contract law and banking practices in Montana, 
according to an article in the latest issue of the Montana 
Business Quarterly.
The summer edition of the Quarterly, published by the 
University of Montana Bureau of Business and Economic Research, 
was issued last Tuesday.
Jerry Furniss, an assistant professor in UM's management 
department, and Jack Morton, a professor in that department, said 
Montana businesses need to become more aware of their potential 
liability in the area of bad faith.
The Montana Supreme Court has decided that all contracts, 
including ones covering employment, contain an implied obligation 
of good faith, the authors said. The court has determined that 
fciith may be established by "unreasonable" conduct or conduct 
that fails to meet "the justifiable expectations of the other 
party."
Although that is a novel legal theory, Furniss and Morton 
explained that the "truly radical legal change came when the
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court decided that bad faith is not just a contract matter, but 
^Iso a tort. This means that in otherwise routine commercial 
disputes, the party accused of bad faith may be liable for 
punitive as well as compensatory damages.
Bad faith lawsuits have affected a variety of commercial 
transactions in Montana, but Morton and Furniss said the banking 
industry has been especially hard hit. The authors cited several 
cases where customers have sued banks for not extending credit as 
they had promised or for "unreasonably" calling a loan due.
In addition, courts in Oregon and California have recently 
used the bad faith concept to strike bank fees they believed were 
unreasonably high.
The claim of bad faith is also emerging increasingly often 
in suits alleging the wrongful discharge of employees. Morton 
and Furniss cited several landmark cases from the past five years 
that have heralded the Montana Supreme Court's broadened 
application of the concept of good faith and fair dealing in the 
workplace, and the end of the employment-at-will concept.
The authors warned that those cases should put employers on 
notice that "destroying an employee's expectations of continued
employment may constitute bad faith and subject the employer to 
punitive damages."
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